City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report
September 25 to October 1, 2015
Total number of incidents responded to: 147
EMS/Rescue = 114

Fires = 3

False Calls = 26

Good Intent = 2

Other = 2
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September 27, 2015, 1:29 p.m. - EL Truck 12 and Truck 11 were dispatched to a trailer fire on
US127 Southbound. Dispatch was advised to put EL Battalion 11 on the call and when they
arrived on the scene they found the fire out and EL Truck 12 and Truck 11 extinguishing hot
spots. LFD B-41 was on the scene also. LFD Engine was en route for support. EL assumed
command from EL Truck 12 and then was passed to Lansing B-41. LFD Fire Prevention was en
route to the scene and EL units cleared.
September 28, 2015, 11:19 a.m. - ELFD Truck 11 was dispatched to fire alarm on Haslett Road.
They arrived to find nothing showing from the 3 story apartment building but noted the fire
alarm was sounding. They were notified by the manager that it was food on the stove.
Firefighters investigated to find smoke in the hallway and in an apartment as well. The occupant
stated they were moving out and placed a dust pan on the stove which then accidentally got
turned on. There was some minimal damage to the cabinetry above the stove. Firefighters
ventilated the apartment and then contacted the on duty EL Fire Investigator about the damage to
the cabinets and also notified the apartment complex management. The fire investigator was en
route. The occupant stated they might have burned their fingertips but refused medical
assessment or treatment. Truck 11 cleared the scene and returned to station #1.
October 1, 2015, 3:34 p.m. – EL Fire responded to a reported structure fire on E. Grand River.
Fire personnel arrived at the apartment building to find management waiving them to the
building. They looked up to third floor apartment and saw people applying water to the exterior
deck, using a five gallon buckets. Management stated that the fire was out and they were notified
of the fire by the smell of smoke. They went to investigate and found third floor apartment
exterior deck on fire. They went to third floor apartment and met with the occupant who stated
they were smoking 1-2 hours ago and threw their cigarette onto the deck. Firefighters found burn
marks on the deck and used the thermal imaging camera to confirm the fire was out. They then
used a chain saw, axe and pike pole to remove some pieces of the decorative plywood covering
load bearing wood. The on duty fire investigator arrived to investigate and the scene was turned
over to him.
No Training Reported in FireRMS
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Abscess – 1
Abdominal & flank pain = 4
Abrasion & swelling = 1
Accidental alarms/no patients = 4
Allergic reaction = 1
Altered LOC/mental status = 7
Anxiety attack = 1
Arm pain = 1
Back pain = 3
Bike accident = 4
Burn = 1
Car vs. bike = 1
Cardiac arrest = 2
Chest pain/DIB = 11
Diabetic problem = 1
Difficulty swallowing = 1
Dizziness = 2
ETOH = 33
Elevated blood sugar = 1
Falls = 1
Head congestion = 1
Headache/injury = 2
Hematoma = 1
Hyperventilating = 1
Hypotension = 1
Lacerations = 5

Leg pain = 1
Lethargy = 1
Motorcycle accident w/altered LOC = 1
Motor vehicle accidents =
Knee pain = 1
Nausea = 1
Neck pain = 1
Not feeling well = 1
Numbness in arms = 1
Pain to left eye = 1
Paint to rib area = 1
Pain tibia and ankle = 1
Panic attack = 1
Passed out = 1
Pregnant w/contractions = 1
Rash = 1
Seizures = 1
Shoulder pain = 1
Sore throat = 1
Suicidal = 1
Syncope = 1
Unable to locate = 1
Unresponsive = 3
Vomiting = 2
Weakness = 4

